
Date:
June 16th, 2003
Town:
Bartholomä
Building site:
Urban maintenance 
in Bartholomä

Machine: 
MECALAC 10 MSX 

Accessories used:
backhoe bucket, loader
bucket, salt loading 
bucket, pallet lift, ditch
clearing bucket, slewing
power grab

▲ LOCAL AUTHORITIES

Company: 
Bartholomä municipality
Contact person: 
Mr Hermann Kopp
Work force: 
5 persons
Dealer:
Eberle-Hald, Stuttgart
Sales rep:
Jürgen Caesar
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TESTIMONY OF
OUR CUSTOMERS

EXPERIENCE OF YOUR WORKSITE

N
º5

MECALAC AT THE
SERVICE OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES

▲ Since August 2001, the village of
Bartholomä, a community counting
2,250 inhabitants in the south of
Germany, is the proud owner of a new
machine: a Mecalac 10MSX. This
machine is now very much appreciated
by all employees of the Bartholomä
municipality. They have seen that it can
carry out numerous tasks which, in 
the past, would have had to be done 
by hand. Mr Kopp, manager of the 
council technical department, states:
“In the same time, we work more and
faster than before. Thanks to the easy
operation of the10 MSX, everybody
learnt to work with it very quickly. The
Mecalac has no designated driver, the
first to arrive in the morning will drive 
it. Therefore, all employees arrive as
early as possible….”

The machine is equipped with numerous
accessories. Thanks to these tools, it
can carry out a wide range of tasks :

The backhoe bucket is used for repair
work in case of damage to water pipes as
well as for laying sewerage pipes. It is also
used to prepare tree planting or for
uprooting.

VERSATILE
EASY TO DRIVE

FAST WORK
LESS MANUAL LABOUR

Mecalac
P.A.E. des Glaisins
2, av. du Pré de Challes 
F - 74940 Annecy-le-Vieux
Tel. : +33 (0)4 50 64 01 63
Fax : +33 (0)4 50 64 02 79
www.mecalac.com
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MECALAC AT THE SERVICE OF LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

▲ The loading bucket is used to load
gravel, to level borders, to take away
earth, to make slopes and to remove the
waste collected by the sweeper. The
winter in this region is sometimes long
and hard. During this season, the 
machine clears snow off narrow streets
and then loads the snow onto trucks.

The made-to-measure 1,300 mm salt
loading bucket is used to fill the 
1,700 mm salt spreader. 

The slewing power grab is used to
dig trenches or to change the sand in the
children’s sand box. There are also 
special tasks such as tree planting and
emptying the council waste container.

The adjustable ditch clearing 
bucket is particularly suitable for
embankment work.

The pallet fork is used for various 
handling operations while the pallet fork
support has proven particularly useful: it is
used to pose street lamps of up to 9m high
and to put up Christmas trees. Recently,
the machine had the opportunity to prove
its lifting capacity during the replacement
of a drain in the community.

Thanks to its versatility, the Mecalac is
also used to erect walls and fences: its
main task is planting the posts. Another
of its tasks is to help with the installation
of marquee tents for the village festival,
which is now achieved a lot faster than
before.

As there is a lot of work in the communi-
ty, the machine was quickly noticed by

the inhabitants and when somebody
says: ” This really is an extraordinary
machine. All the things it can do! ” the
municipal council knows that the 
decision to invest in a Mecalac was right.
And Mr Kopp is proud to have this 
splendid and useful machine at his 
disposal.

The future plans of the Bartholomä 
village include adapting the Mecalac 
for scrub clearing work. They intend to
purchase a cutting head which can
either be fitted to the Mecalac or a small
tractor.

Presently, none of the town employees
can imagine working without the
Mecalac 10MSX. It has really become a
6th colleague.
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